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Choices Throogh the Life Cyclel

Allen L -mn

Life is a series of choices. Continually, we are faced with decisions to
be made. And ultimately, the choices and decisions we make, in tum make
us, or determine the life we have. In this paper, I will present some of the
research that I have done over the years which highlight some crucial choices
that we face over the life cycle.

Aggression in Six Cultures

I became aware of some of the choices young children face when as a
graduate research assistant, I worked on the Six Cultures project data with
my professor, William W. Lambert (Lambert and Tan, 1979, 1989). The
six cultures project was an ambitious attempt to study the socialization of
children is six cultures around the world. The six cultures were located in
the Philippines, Okinawa, the United States, India, Kenya, and Mexico.
One of the major goals was to determine the extent to which behaviors

o were innate (in which case they would appear uniformly across the six
cultures) or culturally shaped (in which case there would be variation across
cultures).
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The particular behaviorwe focused on was aggression. We wanted to

see if aggression was biologically determined in which case its incidence
shouldbe relatively uniformacross the six cultures; or if it was learned, in
which case the cultural differences in child socialization should result in
cultural variations in the incidence and expression of aggression.

Thefirstthingwedidwasto distinguish between twokindsofaggression:
self-instigated aggression vs. retaliatory aggression. Self-instigated •
aggression was defined as aggression withoutprovocation(as in bullying);
whileretaliatoryaggression was defined as an attack, physicalor verbal,in
reaction to someprovocation. We assumedthat self-instigated aggression
would be more reflective of raw, biologically based aggressive tendencies.
This' was the kind of aggression that Konrad Lorenz (1971) and other
ethologists theorized was continuously building up and had to be released
periodically. Onthe otherhand,we assumedthat retaliatoryaggression was
moresituationally determined, andthat different cultures withdifferent values

.wouldencourage or discourage retaliationdifferently.

The data consisted of numerous reports from six field teams on many
incidents of aggression complete with data on many circumstances
surrounding each act of aggression. Upon analyzing the data, we got two ..
major surprises. The first was that it was retaliatory aggressionthat was
rather steadyacross cultures. Acrossthe six cultures,girls tendto retaliate
onefourth of'the timewhileboystendedto retaliatearound one third ofthe
time. It was withself instigated aggressive acts that wefound morecultural
variation.

The othersurprise had to do with the profilesof the childrenwhooften
engaged in aggression withoutapparent provocation. Wehad expectedthat •
these children would be the bigger, tougher children who would ad like
bullies. Instead wefound that thesechildren weresubjected to moreobedience
pressures from their mothers. They also received more maternal warmth,
and were often described by their mothers as being "meek".

This ledus to reformulate our conceptualization of retaliatoryvs. self
instigated aggression. Wefigured thatbothtypesofaggression wereprobably
in response to provocation. The difference is that retaliatory aggression
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was an immediate response, suchthat the observing fieldteam was able to
witness thewhole sequence ofprovocation andresponse. Onthe otherhand,
self-instigated aggression is a delayed retaliation, with enough temporal
distance suchthat observers arenotreadily ableto make a connection between
provocation and response. The response came later, usually in a sneaky
way, suchas pushing the otherpersondownin the midst of play.

.. It appears therefore, that a victimof aggression whowishes to retaliate
(andmostchildren do)has two choices: immediate retaliation, or a sneaky,
disguised attackat a lateropportune moment. Bigger, assertive children are
more inclined to retaliate immediately. Smaller, compliant kids are more
inclined to choose a sneaky delayed attack. Further analysis of the data
showed that if one'sgoalwasto inhibit futureattackson oneself, immediate
retaliation is themoreeffective option. Thedelayed, sneaky retaliators tend
to be picked on more in the future.

What I learned fromthis studywas that: 1)evenin earlychildhood, we
are confronted with choices to make; 2) certainchoices are moreeffective
or adaptive than others; and 3) people are different such that the "correct"
choice for onepersonmaynotnecessarily be the correctchoice for another
person.

Paths Towards Identity Achievement

•

•

The interestin the choices people makeledmelater to an interestin the
conceptof identity. Erik Erikson's (1959) name is often associated with
identity, and I sought to construct a measure of ego identity vs. identity
diffusion, andto discover some ofthe factors that leadonetowardsidentity
achievement or towardsa failure of identity.

You will recallthat Erikson regarded the psychosocial crisisof identity
as themaintaskoftheadolescent or teenager. Identity achievement is defined
as themaking ofcommitments. Thetwomostimportant kinds ofcommitment
in identity formation areoccupational commitment, andvaluescommitment.
Thosewhohave achieved ego identity have a good idea of what they want
to have as an occupation, and they have a firmer sense of values, of what
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they consider to be right or wrong. Those who are still in the process of
shapingtheir lifecommitments are saidto be ina state of moratorium. And
those who do not seeany needto makecommitments or who refuseto face
the need to make commitments, are in a state of identity diffusion, which
Eriksonviewed as the oppositeof identity achievement.

Some students and I (Tan, et al, 1977, 1987)worked on establishing a
scale to measure ego identity. We came up with a 12 item forced choice ii'J
scale whichwas published in the Journal ofPersonality Assessment. We
then went on to.use this scale to determine someimportantantecedents to
achieving ego identity. Focusing on female subjects, we found some
interesting things.

Women who have achieved ego identity saw themselves as different
fromtheirmothers. Theirperceptions of themselves andtheirmothers along
the sameset of semantic differential scalescorrelated negatively. However,
their self perceptions correlated positively with their perceptions of their .
fathers, implying that they identified more with their fathers. Presumably,
most of these women have traditional mothers. Andto maketheir own set
of commitments, a breakfromthemwas necessary. Whenaskedto rate the
extent to which their goals in life were consistent with their parents . '.
expectations of them, the identity achieved women gave lowerratings than
women low on identity achievement.

This brings to light a choice facing many young people: to arrive at a
set of commitments on their own, or to follow a path that has been neatly
laid out for them, usually by their parents. The latter has been termed a
"foreclosure" by Erikson. This choice between adopting a "packaged
identity" laid out for them vs. searching for the occupational and values •
commitment that is appropriate for oneselfis perhaps themostcrucialchoice
that the adolescent faces.'

Ideals of Romantic Love

Later in life,I got interested in romantic love: bothfroman experiential
pointof viewas wellas fromthe pointof viewofa psychologist. Together
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witha student, RobertMorais, we triedto list down a set of behaviors and!
attitudes that are relevant to romantic relationships (TanandMorais, 1993).
Wecameup with28 items andfactoranalyzed them. Ninefactorsemerged:
1) growth and bond formation; 2) respect for partner's independence; 3)
similarity between partners; 4) sensitivity to partner; 5) respect for partner;
6) superficiality vs. depth; 7) absorption and dependence; 8) approach
avoidance; and 9) warmth without idealization.

We proceeded to do further tests to see what people thought the
appropriate behaviors were for men and women along these nine factors.
Ofthe nine factors, men and women hadstatistically significantly different
views onthreeofthem. These factors were: sensitivity to partner, absorption
and dependence, and respect for partner's independence. Men and women
differed in their perceptions of the role these factors play in a successful
romantic relationship.

Thesensitivity to partner factorincluded items suchas sharing partner's
concerns, being sensitive to partner's needs, being happy when partner
succeeds at something. Theabsorption anddependence factorincluded items
such as feeling possessive towards partner and losing oneself in partner.
The factor labeled respect for partner's independence included items such
as encouraging partnerto pursue his or her owninterests, and being happy
for partnerwhenshe succeeds in her independent pursuits.

The following differences were found between men and women with
regards to appropriate romantic behavior. Women: 1)wanted men to show
more respect for their independence, 2) thinkthat men should expect less
absorption and dependence from them, and 3) thinkthat men should show
more sensitivity. Ontheotherhand,men: 1)didnotexpectas much respect
for their independence (perhaps because theyalready haveit?), 2) feel that
women should exhibit absorption anddependence, and 3) thinkthat women
should show more sensitivity.

In a way absorption and dependence and respect for partner's
independence can be viewed as opposite ends of a continuum. Absorption
on the one hand represents a pressure towards a fusion between the man
andthewoman. At the opposite endofthe continuum, respect for partner's
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independence represents a retention of separate identities between the two
individuals. If one examines the differences between the sexes, it appears
that menwant women to be more toward the fusion end of the continuum,
while women wantto bemore ontheseparate identities endofthecontinuum.

I believe that thesetwoends of thecontinuum presentthecriticalchoice
that we face in romantic relationships. People, especially men, who insist
on a relationship characterized by absorption and dependence face trouble
when theirpartners start to feel smothered bythe relationship. Onthe other
hand, relationships with a mutual respect fortheother's independence provide
more chances for personal fulfillment. While absorption and dependence
maycontribute to initial bonding, at some pointthe couple should be ableto
maintain separate identities in order to continue a healthy long term
relationship.

This tends to be the consensus view from personality and clinical
psychology today. In thepopularbookPassages, GailSheehy (1977) talks
of the "piggyback principle;'. In some couples, the women have no clear
identities or goalsforthemselves; they"piggyback" ontheirmen. Theman's
goals become her goals; his preferences become her preferences. Though
she may feel comfortable in this roleof "adjunctto her husband", at some
point the woman usually starts feeling frustrated because her personal
development is stunted.

Another popular'writer today, M. Scott Peck (1978), uses an analogy
from mountain climbing to make the same point. Mountain climbers havea
base camp; from this base camp theymounttheir expeditions to the higher
reaches of the mountain. Marriage is like.the base camp. With traditional
couples, the wife looks after the base camp while the husband goes and
climbs the mountains, coming home to the base camp everyso often. What
often happens is that the husband grows and achieves self realization and
fulfillment, while thewife becomes stunted, angry andfrustrated. Theobvious
solution, inPeck'sview is forbothhusband and wife to tendthebasecamp,
and for themto eachtake turns venturing forth on excursions towards the
mountain peaks.
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Choices InParenthood

Proceeding withourjourneyacrossthelifespan,wecome to the choices
that parents face. I once wrote an article on the "Four Meanings of
Fatherhood" (Tan, 1989). Starting from a 2 x 2model, I distinguished between
high vs. lowpaternal involvement, andpositive vs. negative affecttowards
parenting. Thecombination ofthesetwovariables resulted ina typology of
four types of fathers.

This model can also be viewed as a two step decision model of
parenthood (Figure 1). The first step is the choice of involvement: to be or
not to be involved. Thesecond stepreflects the affective accompaniment to
the role: to approach parenthood in a positive and enjoyable way, or to see
it negatively as a burdento bear.

Figure 1. Choice Model of Parenthood

Parental Involvement

Low

•

•

/
/~

Negative Affect Positive Affect

Procreator Dilettante

-,
High

I~
Negative Affect Positive Affect

Detenninative Generative
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Thosewhoopt for minimal involvement anddonotreallyenjoy the role
of parent are basicallyprocreators. To them parenthood is mainly the
production of children and providing for the basic necessities of life for
their children.

There are those whose involvement is low by choice or by force of
circumstance (e.g., they work overseas, or are maritally separated from
their spouse andchildren), but who nevertheless enjoy their limited rolesas ,,_
parents. I have calledthemdilettantes. These parentsare basically looking
for friendship and companionship in their children.

Among those who are heavily involved with their children, there are
thosewho involve themselves more outof a sense of dutyor mission that is
not all that enjoyable. These I have termed determinative parents who
approachparenthood as a mission to be accomplished. Theyseetheir task
as oneto be sure that their children growup in certain definite ways.

Finally, there are those who are heavily involved with their children,
but havelearned to enjoy theexperience andwhatever comes withit. I have
calledthemgenerative parents as they exhibit the best traits of Erikson's
senseof generativity. They face the challenges of parenthood as best they -'
can, nurturing the growth andmaturity of theirchildren. Theproblems and
challenges they face become opportunities for growth and the task of
parenthood becomes anopportunity forpersonal development andfulfillment.
For example, a parent may try to see things from his child's perspective,
thus broadening his understanding of the world. Or he may try to "lead by
example", and in his effort to set a good example, come to lead a more
responsible life.

Mostofus become parentsat some pointinour lives. Ideally, it should
.bea rolewetakeas a conscious choice. Butwhether wechoose parenthood
or parenthood chooses us, we can choose to go through the motions of the
role, to approach it as a cross to bear, or to tackle it in such a way so as to
enhance our personal growth.
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The Choice ofContenment

This leadsmenowto the choice that I find most interesting today. The
choice of happiness and contentment. My initial interest in this topic came
whenI was doing a comparison between poverty level peasant farmers vs.
upwardlymobile farmers (Tan, 1974). I wastryingto seewhether upwardly
mobile farmers, whencompared to the moreeconomically stagnantfarmers,

" would behappier because of theirimproving lot,ormoredisgruntled because
their "rising expectations" would leave themwithmanyunfulfilled desires.

Thedata collected showed that theupwardly mobile farmersdidexpress
more contentment withtheir lives. But the moreinteresting findings had to
do with the correlates of contentment withinthe two groups (seeTable 1).
Among theupwardly mobile farmers, contentment correlates positively with
internal control as wellas self-potency. Onthe otherhand, among thepoorer
farmers, contentment correlates negatively with internal control; i.e., the
more internal control they feel, the less happythey are. So, beingpoorper
se doesnot stop youfrom beinghappy. But for the poor to be happy, they
have to have externalcontrol, i.e., they have to be fatalistic.

•
Table 1. Selected Correlates of Contentment

Poor Fanners:

•

•

Contentment correlated with:
Intemal Control
Self Potency

More Successful Fanners:

Contentment correlated with:
Intemal Control
Self Potency

'" -0.563
'" -0.708

'" 0.420
= 0.510
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I would liketo relatethesefindings to Seligman's workonexplanatory
styles. In hisbookLearnedOptimism, Seligman (1991) asserts that there
is an optimistic explanatory style and a pessimistic explanatory style. If
something goodhappens to you, e.g. a promotion in yourjob, and you are
anoptimist, youtendto attribute thecauseof thatgoodfortune to something
internal within you; e.g. I really worked for it. A pessimist, on the other
hand, tends to attribute it to something external; e.g., my cumpadre made
the promotion possible. In explaining a bad resultsuchas failing an exam,
the opposite holds true. An optimist would attribute it to an external factor,
e.g.,the examwas unfair; while a pessimist would attributeit to something
internal, e.g., I am stupid.

This theory of explanatory styles can be usedto explain the dynamics
behind the findings on the peasant farmers. For them life is difficult; as
optimists, theyattribute theirhardlotto something external suchas a greedy
landlord or a God who works in strange ways. This allows them to be
happy. On the otherhand, the wealthier farmers also adopt an optimistic
style: lifeisgood because ofsomething internal: theireffort, theirintelligence.
Thepoorfarmer andthe rich farmer livedifferent lives. Each has to make
his owncognitive adjustment to his ownparticularcircumstances in life in
orderto achieve happiness. But in either case,happiness can be viewed as
a choice: adopt an optimistic explanatory style and be happy, or adopt a
pessimistic explanatory styleand be discontented.

IfI may speculate a little, perhaps this optimistic explanatory styleof
theFilipino might explain another paradox inPhilippine life: theparadoxof

.individual happiness coupled withnational discontent. In a recent studyof
happiness, Encarnacion (1997) used a ladder scaleamong healthworkers
and found that the average rating for individual contentment was 8.1 on a
10 pointscale. The subjects' corresponding rating of satisfaction with the
state of the nation was a measly 5.1.Whenasked howtheyexpected their
lives to tum out fiveyearsfrom now, the subjects averaged a ratingof 9.0
out of 10. The corresponding rating theygavefor the future of our nation
was a much more modest 7.0.

Whythis discrepancy? People withoptimistic explanatory styles tend
. to blame others for thenegative happenings intheirlives in orderto achieve
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happiness. Andwhoshallbear the brunt of this "other blame"? I suggest
that the nation as a collective entity or thegovernment as its representative
provides a convenient scapegoat for our miseries. I will not debate here
whether this scapegoating isjustifiedor not. However, I do believe that the
Filipino people doholdthegovernment accountable formany facets oftheir
lives. Many people, for example, assume that poverty alleviation is the
government's responsibility, but howmany of the poverty stricken insiston
having more children than they can feed?

This view of the relationship between fatalism and contentment is
radically different from previous conceptualizations (Figure 2). The
traditional view oftheFilipino isthathisfatalism is thecauseofhispoverty.
Thereisthestereotypical image (probably initiated byAmerican educators),
of lazy Filipino farmers napping while waiting for coconuts to fall. Later,
Lagmay (1993) studied thesituational contexts inwhich thephrase"Bahala
Na!" was used and concluded that the phrase represents "psychological
ascendancy" and is usedto prepare the Filipino for action in the midst of
uncertainty. It thus connotes activity rather than passivity; being upbeat
rather than downbeat.

Figure 2. Views of Fatalism and Poverty

Traditional View:
Fatalism ---~) Inaction
"Bahala Na"

--~) Poverty

t

..

Lagmay's analysis:
"Bahala Na" >~ preparation for action in the midst of

uncertainty

Alternative View:
External attributions
(fatalism) > Contentment

I
Poverty

<,
Internal attributions--........,,'-'~) Discontentment
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1 suggest a third view of fatalism: that fatalism could in fact be a
consequence of poverty. A fatalistic outlook is a cognitive adjustment to
povertywhichallows theindividual to behappyin themidstofmisery. Just
put yourselfin the shoes of the poverty stricken: if you are poor, and you
believe this is your owndoing, can yoube happy? But ifyouare poor, and
you believe that thosearethebreaksof life, that it wasjust yourbad luckto
have been born poor, then one can accept one's fate philosophically with
resignation, withcalmand even withcontentment. •

There isanother important andobvious implicationto this finding: wealth
. does not determine happiness. This has since been corroborated by recent

surveyfindings. A cross-national survey reported that evenif we Filipinos
have only one seventh the per capita purchasing power of the Japanese
($2,900 vs. $22,000), we are actually much happier than the Japanese.
Furthermore, ina surveyconducted bythe SocialWeather Station(Arroyo, '
1991), theyfound that 88%oftheA, B, andC socioeconomic classesinour
countryconsider themselves very happy or fairly happy. Among class D
respondents, the corresponding figure was 85%. And among the E class,
the poorestof the poor, 82% still consider themselves veryhappy or fairly
happy.

Aside from an optimistic explanatory style, another way to achieve
happiness is to seekout thegoodandthe interesting inany situation that we
may find ourselves in. This cognitive skill can take the form of setting
challenging goalsfor oneself, or of seeing a deeper meaning to the thingswe
do (e.g., "I am going through this hardship so·that I can provide a good
education for my children".). This point was well made by Mihaly
Csikzentmihalyi (1990) in his book Flow: the Psychology of Optimal
Experience. Csikszentmihalyi conducted several studies to find out what
makes people happy. Many people believe that they would be happiest if
their lives were free of stress and worry. Csikzentmihalyi instead found
that to mostpeople, theirhappiest moments come when theyare faced with
a difficult butinteresting challenge andwork hardandsucceed inovercoming
thechallenge. Csikszentmihalyi discusses the"autotelic personality" which
has an uncanny abilityto find challenge and novelty in the most drab and
boring activities. He (p. 149) cites the instance of Joe Kramer, a factory
workerin Chicago. Joe worked as a welder, welding steel plates on to the
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wheelbases offreight cars. Thephysical environment wasawfulto say the
least: the factory was hot in the summer, cold in the winter; sparks were
continuously showering on to the floor, and the noise of metal clanging on
metal was so noisy one had to shout into a person's ear to make oneself
understood. Ioeworked onthisjobfor30years; declining several promotions.
He said he did not want to become a foreman, that he preferred to be a
simple welder than be anybody's boss. Though he remained in his lowly
job, theplant managers all agreed that he wasprobably the mostimportant
personin the factory. He hadmastered everyjob in the factory and could
take on the job of anybody whowas absent. Ioe had to quit school after
Grade4, andyethewas ableto fixanypieceofmachinery that broke down,
from huge mechanical cranes to tiny electronic monitors. And he enjoyed
his workthoroughly.

Csikszentmihalyi described Ioe as having an "autotelic personality", a
personality that is highly capable of self-preservation' and self-realization.
Autotelic'persons survive through anabilityto createflow experiences from
the most barren environments. While his co-workers often described the

. factory workconditions as inhumane, theirjobsseen asburdens tobeescaped
from as soonandas oftenas possible, Ioemanaged to continuously perceive
challenging opportunities for action and fulfillment.

I once served as president of the Psychological Association of the
Philippines, andoneof'themostinteresting things thepresident does is to be
a judge for the Meralco Foundation Work Attitudes Awards. Here I met
many "autotelic personalities"; workers who put in hard, honest work
everyday. Mostof themgladly put in effortthat is beyond the call of duty.
I remember meeting anaward winner who put ineight hours ofwork everyday
for22 years without a single dayofabsence. And shewasa bright, cheerful
person, not a stressed out workaholic.

I suggestthat industrial workers who facerepetitive workdayafterday
and yet are able to maintain high levels of happiness probably do so by
making theirworkmore meaningful. Wecanalways compensate for a dull
external taskbyenriching itcognitively. All ofus,whatever ouroccupations,
haveto faceboring chores at leastsome of thetime. It is up to us to enrich
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these jobs internally by settingup our own cognitive challenges, or find a
deepermeaning to out work. This choice is ours to make.

To go a step further, Rollo May (1981) distinguished two kinds of
freedom inhis bookFreedom andDestiny. Hedistinguishes between Freedom
of Doing or Existential Freedom, and Freedom of Being, or Essential
Freedom. Freedomto do is the freedom that many people fight for. We
fought for the right to choose our president in 1986; the movie director
fights thecensors for the rightto makemovies thewayhethinkstheyshould
be made,children rebelagainsttheirparents(or the freedom to choose their
owncareers or theirownromantic partners. Thesemayall worthyprinciples
to fight for, but there is still a deeper and morebasic freedom.

Rollo May called this deeper level of freedom Essential Freedom, a
freedom within theinnercoreofman. RolloMaycitesthestoryofa Chicano
prison inmate, who was in solitary confinement for five years. In spite of
this, he seemed to be in good spirits psychologically. As he put it, "They
took awaymy liberty, but theycannottake awaymy freedom. As longas I

,/

have thoughts, I am free." May further noted a paradox of freedom: we
often realize our Freedom of Being only when our Freedom of Doing in
gone.

Victor Frankl(1963), thefounder oflogotherapy, recognized thisfreedom
of being as an inner, spiritual freedom that cannot be lost. Frankl was
incarcerated in a Nazi concentration camp where most of their freedoms
wererestricted. You couldevensay of most inmates that they were"fated"
to die. Even then, Frankl observed, man still has a choice in the way he
acceptshis fate: to remain brave, dignified and unselfish, thereby addinga
deepermeaning to his life, or to forget his human dignity and become no •
morethanan animal. When all is said and done, this is probablythe most
fundamental of all the choices that we face in our lives.
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Conclusion

In conclusion, I wish to share three simpleinsights that I have learned
fromreading, research, and reflection overthe years.First, lifeis a seriesof
choices. Second, these choices are opportunities for personal growth and
fulfillment. Third, we are the productsof the choices we make...
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